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The aim of this paper is to present a common concept for different applications of the method 
of Gr6bner bases. This method was developed by Buchberger (1965) for polynomial rings. Later 
on extensions to non-commutative algebras were studied by several authors. For our approach 
we use valuations of (commutative or non-commutative) algebras. 
1. Introduction 
The concept of Gr6bner bases was introduced by Buchberger (1965) for ideals in 
polynomial rings (in finitely many indeterminates over a field k). For a survey and for 
applications, see Buchberger (1985). Now, several authors have extended these methods to 
non-commutative algebras over a field k [for applications ee, e.g. Apel & Lassner (1985, 
1986)1. The aim of this note is to characterise these k-algebras (not necessarily 
commutative) for which it is possible to define Grfbner bases for ideals and to introduce 
an "algorithm" for "computing" them. We will call these algebras GrSbner algebras. They 
are characterized as algebras having a special kind of valuations. A similar concept was 
developed by Sweedler in an unpublished paper for commutative algebras. We note that 
Sweedler's results are covered by our approach. 
2. Notations and Definitions 
Let k always denote a (commutative) field. A k-vectorspace A is called a k-algebra, if a 
further (binary) operation "."  is defined on A such that (A, +,.  ) is a ring and such that we 
have for all a, b ~ A, a e k: 
ct(a. b) = (eta). b = a. (ab). 
If a k-algebra possesses a unit element la we consider the structure map q~: k --+ A given by 
cp(a)=ala for all a ek. cp is a homomorphism of rings and q~ is not the zero 
homomorphism if 0A r In this situation ker q~- {Ok} since k is a field; that is, q~ is 
injective. If 0a = la, then A is the zero ring A = {Oa}. For the following considerations we 
will exclude this case. Then we can identify the elements of k with their images under q3 in 
A and we therefore always suppose that a k-algebra A 
(a) possesses a unit element 1A ~ 0a; 
(b) that k_c A; 
(c) that 1A is equal to the unit element of k. 
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DEFINITION 1. Let A be a k-algebra without zero divisors. A map 
v: A \{O}- - ,n  
is called a valuation on A, if H is a totally ordered semigroup (i.e. for all p, q, rEH with 
p < q we have p * r < q * r and r * p < r * q) and if v has the following properties: 
(i) v(a. b) = v(a)'v(b), for all a, bcA\{O}, 
(ii) v(aa) = v(a), for all ~ ~ k*, a ~ A \ { O}, 
Off) v(a+b)<.max {v(a), v(b)}, for all a, beA\{O} with a+b 50. 
REMARKS 
(1) We can assume without loss of generality that v is surjective, since otherwise the 
subsemigroup Im v ~ H also fulfills the conditions of Definition 1. Therefore, we always 
assume that v is surjective. Then e: = v(la) is a unit element of H. We note that H is by the 
above conditions a semi-group with cancellation rule. 
(2) Let a, b e A\{O}, v(a) ~ v(b). Then a + b ~ 0 by (ii). Assume that v(a) < v(b). Then we 
obtain by (ii) and (iii) 
v(b) = v(a+ b -a )  <~ max {v(a+b), v(a)} ~< max {v(a), v(b), v(a)} 
= v(b). 
i.e. v(a + b) = v(b). Therefore, we have equality in (iii) if v(a) ~ v(b). 
(3) Sometimes it is convenient to add a new element -oo  to H with 
(i) - o9 < h for all h e H, and 
(ii) ( -oo)  * a = a * ( -oo)= -~ for all aenu{- -oo}  = :H~o. 
Then we can extend o to a map 
voo: A'-* Ho~ 
by voo(a) = v(a) for all a ~ A\{O} and voo(0) = - oo. We note that Hoo is not a semigroup with 
cancellation rule. Therefore we will not make use of this possibility. 
Let A be a. k-algebra without zero divisors and let v be a valuation on A with valuation 
semigroup H. For  a subset B of A\{O} we set 
v(B):= c_ i-i. 
Let a # {0} be a right (left, two-sided) ideal of A. Instead of v(a\{0}) we write for short 
v(a). Then v(a) is a right (left, two-sided) ideal of H. (If p~v(a), q~H choose aea\{0},  
b ~ A\{O} with v(a) = p, v(b) = q. Then a' b # 0 and 
p,  q = v(a) * 
DEFINITION 2. Let A be a k-algebra. A is called a right Gr6bner k-algebra (left Gr6bner 
k-algebra, Gr6bner k-algebra), if A has no zero divisors and if there is a valuation v on A 
with valuation semigroup H such that 
(i) For  all a, b~A\{O} with v(a)=v(b) there is an g~k* (=k\{0}) such that either 
~a + b = 0 or ~a + b ~ 0 and v(~a + b) < v(a). 
(ii) H is fight noetherian (left noetherian, noetherian). 
(iii) Every non-empty subset of H which is limited below has a smallest element. 
(iv) Every right ideal (left ideal, ideal) a of A is closed in the following sense: 
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If (a~)l~ is a sequence of elements of a and if this sequence is convergent in A (i,e. 
there is an aeA such that for every he l l  there is an no(h) e N with v(a~-a) < h for all 
i ~ no(h)), then the limit (i.e. the element a) is contained in a. 
REMARKS 
(1) Let A be a right Gr6hner k-algebra (left ...) and let a, beA\{O} with v(a)= v(b). 
Then the element ~ ~ k* with ~a + b = 0 or ~a + b ~ 0 and v(~a + b) < v(a) is uniquely 
determined by a and b. This is clear if 7a + b = 0 for some y E k*. If ~,a + b ~: 0 for all ~ ~ k* 
and if there are ~, fl ~ k*, ct ~ fl with v(~a + b) < v(a) and v(fla + b) < v(a), then we obtain 
v(a) = v((~- fl)a) = v(~a + b - (fla + b)) 
max {v(~a + b), v(~a + b)} < v(a), a contradiction. 
(2) If (ai)t~ is a convergent sequence in A, then its limit is unique. 
(3) In many applications there is a section a of the valuation map v, that is, there is a 
map ~: H -~ A\{O} with v' t~ = idH.Therefore, a is injective and this allows us to embed H 
via a in A. 
(4) Every commutative Gr6bner k-algebra gives rise to a graded structure in the sense of 
Robbiano (see Robbiano (1986), Definition 1). Since in this situation the valuation 
semigroup is commutative, it can be embedded in a totally ordered group r" which is 
generated by the valuation semigroup H, For h e H define 
Ah:= {aeA\{O}[v(a)<~h}u{O}, 
and 
A'h = {a ~ A\{O}lv(a) < h} u {0}. 
Then Ah, A'h are k-vectorspaces with A; _ Ah and G: = (~ AJA'h is in a natural way a 
h~H 
F-graded k-algebra (set G~:=0 for ~,eF\H). Define F:A--+G by F(0)=0 and for 
a ~ A\{O} by 
F(a) : = a + A'~(,) ~ Ao(,)/A'r c G. 
Then the quintuple (A, F, v, G, F) is a graded structure. 
DF.Fr~TION 3. Let A be a right (left) Grfbner k-algebra nd let a ~ {0} be a right (left) ideal 
of A. A subset G of a \  {0} is called a Gr6bner basis of a if v(a) is generated in H by v(G) as 
a right (left) ideal. 
Since H is right (left) noetherian, for every right (left) ideal a ~ {0} of A and every 
Gr6bner basis G of a there is always a finite subset Go of G which is also a Gr6bner basis 
of a.  Therefore very right (left) ideal r {0} of a right (left) Grfbner k-algebra possesses a 
finite Gr6bner basis. In the next section we show that a Gr6bner basis of a right (left) ideal 
a generates a (which justifies the notation "basis") and that there is an "algorithm" for 
"computing" a finite Gr6bner basis of a if we are given some finite set F c a\{0} which 
already generates a. Finally, we add some remarks for extending this concept o two-sided 
ideals of (special) Gr6bner k-algebras. 
3. Properties of Griibner Algebras 
PROPOSITION 4. Let A be a right Gr6bner k-algebra with valuation v: A\{O}--+H. Let 
a ~ {0} be a right ideal of A, Since H is right noetherian, the ideal v(a) of H is finitely 
generated. If  g 1 . . . .  ,gm are elements of a\{O} such that {v(gl, 9 9 v(#m)} generates v(a), then 
{gl . . . .  , gin} generates a as a right ideal of A. 
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PROOF. Since 9~ . . . . .  9 , , ca  we have (9~,...,9,,)A _ca. Let a~a,  a v~0. We construct a
sequence (a~)i~ of elements of a as follows. 
ao:- -a.  
If ai is already defined for i t> 0 we set a~+~ := 0 of a~ = 0 and if at 4:0 we choose je  N, 
1 <~j<~m and b~A such that v(a~)=v(0j* o(b)=v(oFb). By Definition 2(i) there 
is an ~ek* with om~+gj'b=O or otai+gj'bv~O and v(otat+gj'b)<v(a). Then we set 
at+l := a~+ct-I#j" b. 
It is easy to see that a-ai~(g~ . . . . .  #,,)A for all iel~. Now the sequence (a -a i )~ is 
convergent with limit a. This is clear if a~ = 0 for some i ~ ~ (then a~ = 0 for all j ~> i). If 
a~:~0 for all i~  we have for all i>0  
v((a- a3 -a )  = v(a3 < v(a~_ O. 
Therefore, it is enough to show that for all h e H there is an i e N with v(a~) < h. Assume 
v(a~) >i h for all i~ N. Then by Definition 2(iii) the set (v(a~)]i~ N} has a smallest element 
and this is impossible. By Definition 2(iv) we have a~(o~,.. . ,  O,,)A. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Let A be a right Grdbner k-algebra and let a ~ {0) be a right ideal of A. Then 
a possesses a finite Gr6bner basis. Any Gr6bner basis of a generates a and therefore A is 
right noetherian. 
LI~MMA 5. Let H be a totally ordered right (left) noetherian semigroup with unit element e. 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) H is well ordered, 
(ii) H has a smallest element, 
(iii) e is the smallest element of H. 
PROOF. The implication (i)~(ii) is trivial. Assume that (ii) holds and let h0 be the smallest 
element of H. If ho < e we get h~ < ho which is impossible. Therefore ho = e and (iii) is 
fulfilled. If (iii) is true, take any non-empty subset M of H and let I denote the right (left) 
ideal generated by M. Since /-/ is right (left) noetherian, I is finitely generated, say, by 
mx, . . . , to teM.  Assume w.l.o.g, that ml~m~ for all i--1 . . . . .  t. For all mEM there is a 
je  ~, 1 ~<j ~< t and an h E H such that m = mj * h (= h * m~) >/mj >I ml, i.e. m x is the smallest 
element of M. Therefore H is well ordered and this completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6. Let A be a k.algebra without zero divisors and with a valuation v: A \  {O} --* It such 
that: 
(i) For all a, baA\ (O} with v(a)=v(b) there is an trek* such that either aa+b=0 or 
via + b ~ 0 and v(o~a +b) < v(a). 
(ii) H is right noetherian (left noetherian, noetherian). 
I f  H has a smallest element hen A is a right GrSbner k-algebra (left GrSbner k-algebra, 
GrSbner" k-algebra), H is well ordered and e := v(1A) is the smallest element of H. 
PROOF. Using Lemma 5 it is sufficient to prove the validity of condition (iv) of Definition 2. 
Let a be a right ideal (left ideal, ideal) of A and let (a~)i~N be a convergent sequence in a 
with limit aEA. If a~ = a for some i~ [~ we have aea .  Assume that a~ ~ a for all i~ •. Let 
h :min  {v(a~-a)l ie ~}. Then there is a j ~ ~/ with v(a j -a )< h. But this is impossible and 
this proves the lemma. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 7. Let H be a right noetherian semigroup with cancellation rule and let I, J be right 
ideals of H. Then I r~J is again a right ideal of  H, 
PROOF. It is enough to show that I n J  :~ O. Let pEl ,  q~J .  We consider the right ideal L of 
H generated by (p, q * p, q2 ,  p, q3 , p . . . .  }. Then there is a t >i 0 with 
L= (p ,q , ,q2  , p . . . .  ,qt , p} , H. 
Therefore there is an i ~ ~, 1 ~< i ~< t and an h ~ H with qt + ~ * p = q l ,  p ,  h and this implies 
q,  (q,-i , p) = p ,  hep*  Hc~q* H c_ In J .  Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 8a. Let A be a right Gr6bner k-algebra with valuation v :A \{O)~ H. 
Let a, beA\ (O}.  Set p: = v(a), q: = v(b) and choose wep * Hc~q * H. Write 
w=p*x=q*y  
with (uniquely determined elements) x, y e H. Choose c, d ~ A with x = v(c), y = v(d). Since 
v(a . c) = v(a) * v(c) = p * x = q * y = v(b . d) 
there is an (uniquely determined) ~e k* with v(ota .c + b " d) < w. Then Sw(a, b): = aa " c + b " d 
is called an S-element of a and b with respect o w. 
We note that it is possible to determine Sw(a, b) uniquely by a, b and w if the valuation 
map v has a section tr. In this situation we can define S,~(a, b) = eta. or(x) + b. tr(y). 
LEMMA 9. Let H be a semigroup with unit e and with left cancellation rule and let I be a 
finitely generated right ideal of H. Assume that there are elements p~ . . . . .  P,, ql . . . .  , q, of I 
with 
(i) I = (Pl . . . . .  Pr} * H = (ql . . . . .  qs} * H, and 
(ii) ((Pl . . . . .  Pr}\{P,}) * H 51 ,  ((ql . . . . .  qs}\(qj}) * H 51  for  
j= l  . . . . .  s. 
all i= l , . , . , r  and all 
Then r = s and we have up to the order of the elements Pl = q~ * h~ . . . .  , Pr = qr * h, with 
invertible elements h1 . . . . .  h, of H (i.e. h 1 . . . . .  h, ~ H*). 
PROOF. Assume w.t.o.g, that r ~ s and Pl = ql * hi . . . . .  p i= q~ * h~ with h 1 . . . . .  h i~H*  for 
some i, 0 ~< i ~< r. If i = s we are done. Assume i < s. Then there is an m, 1 ~< m ~< r and an 
h' ~H with q~+ 1=Pm * h' (by (i)). If m ~< i we get q~+ 1= q~ * hm * h' which contradicts (ii). 
Therefore i+ 1 ~< m ~< r (hence i < r) and by renurnbering (Pi+l . . . .  , p,} we can assume 
m = i + 1. On the other hand, there is a j, 1 ~<j ~< s axad an h ~ H with p~+ 1-- %,  h. We now 
have q~+l = P~+I * h' = qj * h * h'. By (ii) we obtain j = i+  1 and h * h '=  e, i.e. h~H* (since 
H is a semigroup with cancellation rule, h * h' = e implies h' * h = e). Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 8b. Let A, H, v be as in Definition 8a. 
(1) Let I ___ H be a right ideal. By Lemma 9 there are up to elements of H* uniquely 
determined elements P l , . . . ,  P, of I with {Pl . . . . .  p,} * H = I and ((Pl,. 9 P,)\{Pi}) * H v ~ I 
for all i = 1 . . . . .  n. This set {Pl . . . . .  p,} is called a canonical basis of I. 
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(2) Let p, q e H. A set { w~ . . . . .  wn} c H is called right smallest common multiple of p and 
q, (wl , . . . ,  w,} := rscm(p, q) for short, if {w~ . . . . .  w,} is a canonical basis of p * Hc~q * H. 
(3) Let a, beA\{O} and let {w~ . . . . .  wn}:=rscm(v(a),v(b)). For i= l , . . . ,n  choose 
S-elements Sw~(a,b) of a and b with respect to w i. Then the set S(a,b):= 
{S~,(a, b) . . . . .  Sw,(a, n)} is called a complete set of S-elements of a and b. 
REMARK, If we are given a section a of v (a: H ~ A\{0}), S(a, b) can be defined via a (see the 
remark following Definition 8a). Then S(a, b) becomes unique up to (images under a of) 
elements of H*. Moreover, if H has a smallest element (which is e = v(la) by Lemma 5), 
then H* = {e} (if h e H* then either h ~< e and therefore h- 1 >I e or h t> e and h- ~ ~ e) and 
S(a, b) can be defined uniquely via a. 
DEFINITION 10. Let A be a k-algebra with valuation v:A\{O} ~H.  Furthermore, let F be a 
non-empty subset of A\{O} and let a, beA with a ~ 0 and v(b)< v(a) if b r  
(1) We say that a reduces from the right to b modulo F and we write a ~rb, if there are 
f e F, c ~ A\{O} and ~r fle k* with b = aa + flf " c. 
(2) b is called a right final reduction of a modulo F, if there is a convergent sequence 
(a j )~ in A with limit b such that ao = a and either aj~raj+ ~ or a j= aj+~ for a l l j e  N and 
there is no c ~ A with b--,pc. 
LEMMA 11. Let A be a right Gr6bner k-algebra and F a non-empty subset of A\{0}. Let H 
denote the valuation semigroup. 
(1) Let aeA\{0}. Then there is a beA with a~Fb if and only if v(a)~v(F) * H. 
(2) Let a~A\(0} and assume that b e A is a right final reduction of a modulo F. I f  
b~O then there is an me~ + and ao, . . . ,amEA with ao=a , am=b and al-~ral+l for 
i=0  . . . . .  m--1. 
(3) I f  H has a smallest element he statement of (2) is true without the assumption b ~ O. 
PROOF, ([) Assume a--*~b and let b=aa+f l f ' c  with feF ,  ceA\{0) ,  a, flek* and 
v(b) < v(a) if b r 0. Then 
v(a) = v(aa) -- v(flf, c) = v(f) * v(c) e v(F) * H. 
Conversely, if v(a)ev(F) * H, i.e. if v(a)= v(f) * v(c) for some feF ,  ceA\{O}, then by 
Definition 2(i) there is an a s k* with aa +f"  c = 0 or v(aa +f .  c) < v(a) if aa +f" c -~ O. Set 
b: = aa + f , c. Then a--,pb. 
(2) Choose a convergent sequence (bt)l~N in A with limit b such that a = bo and bj = b:+1 
or bj~Fbl+ t for all j >t0. We note that 
v(a) = v(bo) >~ v(bl) >~... >~ v(b) 
(if v(bi) < v(b) for some i e N then v(bj) < v(b) for all j >I i and therefore v(bj-  b) = v(b) for all 
j~ i  which contradicts the fact that (b~)leN is convergent with limit b) and we have 
v(bj)=v(b:+l) if and only if bl=bl+l (if bjebj+t then bj--*Fb~+l and therefore 
v(bj+l) <v(bj)). Since {v(bj)ljeN} is limited below (by v(b)) there must be a smallest 
element, say, v(b,). Therefore v(bn) = v(bn+ l) . . . .  and hence b n = bn+l . . . . .  b, If we drop 
out elements bj with j < n and bj = bj+l we get the desired sequence ao . . . . .  am from 
bo, .. . .  b,, 
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(3) This is clear since, in this case, H is well ordered by Lemma 5 and therefore very 
convergent sequence in A becomes tationary after finitely many steps. Q,E.D. 
We note that statement (2) of this Lemma 11 was proved in Warlich (1987) for power 
series rings over k. 
COROLLARY. Let A, F be as in Lemma 11 and let a e A \ { O }. I f v( a) e v( F) * H then a possesses 
at least one right final reduction b modulo F. I f  either b ~ 0 of if H has a smallest element, 
then b can be computed in finitely many steps by reducing repeatedly. 
TrmOREM 12. Let A be a right Grf~bner k-algebra, a c A a right ideal of A and F: = 
{ f t , . . . ,  fm} a basis of a. I f  for each finite set E c A \ { O} there is an algorithm which decides 
whether an arbitrary element ae A\{O} has 0 as right final reduction module E or not, then 
the following algorithm yields in finitely many steps a Gr6bner basis G of a: 
F: = {fl . . . . .  fro} 
E := U 
1 =i<jffim 
where S(f~, fs) is a complete set of S-elements of fi, jj. 
While ~ ~ f~ choose se~. and a right final reduction # of s modulo F. 
I f  9 = 0 then E:  = E\{s} 9 
I f#  # 0 then 
~. '=(~\{S})W(j .?FS(f ,#)\{O}),  F :=Fu{9}.  
I f  ~ = fJ then G: = F. 
PROOF. If we add in some step of the algorithm an element # to F then 
v(F) 9 H = v(F u {0}) * H. 
Since H is right noetherian this can happen only finitely many times. In all other steps the 
finite set Y, becomes maller. Therefore the algorithm stops after finitely many steps. Then 
{fl, . . . , f , ,} ~-G c_ (fx . . . .  ,f,,) 'A = a and therefore G is a basis of a. We write G = 
{9i . . . .  , #,} and we have to prove that v(G) * H = {v(o,),..., v(#,)} * H = v(a). We note 
that for all i,j = 1 . . . . .  n all non-zero S-elements of S(9~, 9s) have 0 as right final reduction 
modulo G. Since v(G)* H ~ v(a) it is sufficient o prove o(a)_~ v(G), H. Let hey(a)  and 
fe  a with h = v(f). Then there are a 1 . . . . .  a, e A withf  = #1' al + . . .  +9," a,. By Definition 
2(iii) it is sufficient o prove: 
If h': = max {v(Oi" a~)[ 1 <~ i <~ n, 0~" at r 0} > h, then there are a'l . . . . .  a~ e A with 
f= 01 'a't + . . .  +#," a', and, h": = max {v(o~.a~) 11 ~ i ~ n, 9~" a't =I= 0} < h'. 
(If there is an expression f= g l.a~ +. . .  + o. 'a,  with h'> h then we can assume by virtue 
of Definition 2(iii) that for this expression h' is minimal with this property. But then h" <~ h, 
i.e. h=h"ev(G)*H. )  Let M:={ieNI l<. i<.n,v(o l 'a i )=h'}.  Then card M>~2. Let 
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p, q e M with 1 ~< p < q ~ n. We construct at . . . .  , a~ e A such that we have for all i = 1 . . . . .  n 
with 0~" a}' ~ 0 
. , j f<h '  if iq~M or i=p  @ 
v(o"ai)]<~h' if i~M\{p} 
and 
f=o l "a~+. . ,  +g , 'a~.  
Then we get for M": = {i~ ~1I  <~ i <~ n, v(o~'a'[) = h'}: 
card M"  < card M. Repeating this procedure (if necessary) we find a] . . . .  , a',. 
Let {wl . . . . .  w~}: = rscm(v(gp), o(0~)). Then there is an me •, 1 ~< m ~< t and a z~H with 
h' = v(Op" ap) = o(o ~. aq) = wr, * z. Furthermore,  there are bp, b~ ~ A and a e k* such that  
s := aov'bp + gq'bq ~ S(9~,, #q) is an S-element of 9p and gq with respect o w,,. Choose  c ~ A 
with v(e) = z. Then 
v(g." b~" c) = v(op" b~) * v(c) = w,.  * z = v(g..  a~), 
i.e. there is a fl ~ k* with v(flgp" bp. c + gp. ap) < V(gp. ap) = h' if #9p" bp, e + gp. ap ~ 0. If  s ~ 0, 
s reduces modulo  G to zero. Therefore there are d~ . . . . .  d n e A with s = g~. dx +. . .  + g,. dn 
and v(9t' d~) ~ v(s) < v(O p. bp) for all i = 1, . . . ,  n with g~" d~ r 0. Then we have for all 
i = 1 . . . . .  n with O~" d~ # 0: 
v(gv d ~ 9 c) = v(g~" dl) * v(c) < v(gp" bp" c) = V(gp. ap) = h'. 
I f  s = 0, we set d I . . . . .  d, = 0. Now we define 
f a~-a-lfld~ 9c, for i # p, q, 
a~':=~ ap+flbp.e-a-~f ldp'c,  for i=p,  
[. aq+a-aflbq.c-o~-~fld,.c, for i=q.  
The above computat ions how that these elements a'[ . . . .  , a~ have the desired proper ty  ~.  
Moreover  
9 I t  I t  01 a l+. . .  +o . 'a .  =gz .az+. . .  +g.'a.+a-lf l(o~gp bp+gq.bq).c 
-a-1fl(g1'd1+.., +~l,'d,) 'c 
=f+ 0~-lf l(s-s) 'c 
=f  Q.E.D.  
4. Some Remarks on Two-sided Ideals 
Let us begin with some general remarks concerning two-sided ideals of  a r ight (or left) 
Gr6bner  k-algebra A. Let a r {0} be a two-sided ideal of A. Then an~r finite (GrSbner)  
basis of a considered as a right (respectively left) ideal generates a as a two-sided ideal. 
Moreover,  one could be tempted to distinguish between "right Gr6bner  bases"  ("Left 
Gr6bner  bases") and "two-sided Gr6bner  bases" of two-sided ideals where a two-s ided 
Gr6bner  basis of the two-sided ideal a is defined to be a subset Go of a such that  
H* v(Go)* H = v(a). (The methods used in the proof  of Proposit ion 4 yield that Go 
generates a as a two-sided ideal.) If now G is a GrSbner  basis of a considered as a r ight 
ideal (i.e. a r ight Gr6bner basis of a)  then we also have H * v(G) * H = v(a),  i.e. every r ight 
(respectively left) Gr6bner  basis of a is already a two-sided Gr6bner  basis of  a (the 
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converse must not be true). We note that for commutative valuation semigroups there is 
no difference between right, left and two-sided GrSbner bases. 
Assume now that we are given a (finite) set Fo generating a as a two-sided ideal. In 
order to "compute" a GrSbner basis G of a by using Theorem 12 we need a (finite) basis F 
of a considered as a right (left) ideal. In the following we present a procedure for 
computing F starting with Fo. Then Theorem 12 enables us to compute a GrSbner basis of 
a .  
We use the following notations: Let A be an arbitrary k-algebra nd let S, T be non- 
empty subsets of A. Then we set 
S+T:={s+t lseS ,  t sT}  and S.T :={s ' t l s~S,  teT}.  
(S)" A, A. (S), A. (S)" A denote the right, left, two-sided ideals generated by S. If we define 
for a, b e A the commutation l'a, b]:= a. b -b 'a  (Lie bracket), then A together with the 
addition and this commutation is a Lie algebra. We set 
[S, T] : = {[s, t]ls~ S, t ~ Z}. 
Finally, let k(S) denote the k-subvectorspace of A generated by S. 
LEMMA 13. Let A be a k-algebra and assume that B c_ A generates A as a k-vectorspace, I f
S # 0 is a subset of A then 
(B. S). A = A. (S). A, 
i.e. B" S generates the two-sided ideal A' (S). A as a right ideal. 
PROOF. Since A' (S) = k" (B. S) = (B. S)' k we obtain 
A.(S) .  A = (A, (S)), A = ((B. S). k). A = (B. S), A. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 14. Let A be a k-algebra nd let S, T be non-empty subsets of A. We define for 
all ne N u{~} non-empty subsets or and ~.S  by 
d,[~176 ~+XS=Jg~.SuT,~r  
.L#~+ I S = .Z'{.S w[T,  .~S]  
for all neN and 
~r = U ~4s, zer = U ~e~s. 
t~N fEN 
We note that S~/~S~. . .~S and SG~S~. , .~S.  It is easy to see that 
./t'~ S= S w T" S w. . .  w T n' S where T": = T' . . .  9 T (n times). Instead of ,/,Or 1S and ~S we 
write ~TS and L#rS. Then 
d[/ITS=SL) T 'S  , .o-cPTS----Sw[T,S'~ 
and for n e N 
~§ l S = ~r  ~+ l S =.~r .~S.  
LEMMA 15. Let S, T be non-empty subsets of the k-algebra A. Then 
n~Nu{oo}: 
(.g~s). A = (~S) ,  A. 
we have for all 
PROOF. Using induction it is sufficient o prove the statement for n = 1. Since 
t 's  = s" t+ [t, s] e(S). A +(IT, S])" A 
and 
[t,s] = - s ' t  +t 's~(S)" A +(T '  S)" A 
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for all seS, teT, we get 
(a/ITS)" A = (S)" A +(T" S)" A ~_ (S). A([T, S])" A = (.~aTS) 9A, 
(LaTS). A = (S). A + ([T, S]). A ~ (S). A +(T,  S). A -- (~'~TS)'A, Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 16. Let A be a k-algebra. A subset G of A is called a generating set of A if 
~r {la}) generates A as a k-vectorspace. 
We note that JC~(G u {la} = O u O2u 03~ . . . .  For example, the set O = {xl , . . . ,  xn} is 
a generating set for the polynomial ring k[xl . . . .  , x,].  
LEMMA 17. Let A be a k-algebra nd assume that G is a generating set of A. Then we have for 
every non-empty subset S of A: 
(.,,r A = A. (S). A = (.o~b ~ S)" A. 
PROOF. Since 
dt6~ = S u G" S u G z' S u . . . .  ({1,t} w G w G 2 u . .  ,)" S = ,r176 w {l~t})" S, 
the proof follows from Lemma 13 and Lemma 15. Q.E.D. 
The following proposition is an immediate consequence of the previous lemma. It gives 
a first (very general) answer to the problem posed at the beginning of this section. 
PROPOSITION 18. Let A be a right noetherian k-algebra and assume that A has a finite 
generating set G. I f  a is a two-sided ideal of A which is generated by the finite set Fo (i.e. 
a = A.  (Fo). A), then there is an integer n ~ N such that a is generated as a right ideal by any 
of the finite sets 
F:=,At'~(F0) (=FouG'Fou . . .uGn 'Fo) ,  F':---,~(Fo). 
PROOF. 
(/7o)" A _c (,,r Fo)" A ___ (,M'~ Fo)' A _~... 
is an ascending chain of right ideals of A. Since A is right noetherian there is an n ~ N with 
n A ~-- . . . .  (d/~Fo)" = (M/b+ 1Fo)' A Therefore we get by Lemma 17 and Lemma 15 
a --- A'(Fo). A --- (dl~Fo)" A = (Jl~Fo)" A = (..W~Fo). A. Q.E.D. 
In order to get a more explicit procedure for computing these finite sets F and F' we pose 
the following problems: 
PROBLEMS 
(1) Characterize all (right, left) Grfbner k-algebras A having a finite generating set G 
(and give an explicit description of G). 
(2) Find an (a priori) bound for the number n given in the previous proposition 
(Proposition 18). 
5. Birkhoff-Witt Algebras 
In this section we discuss a class of Gr6bner k-algebras (in general non-commutative) for
which we can solve the problems posed at the end of the last section. Therefore, we are 
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able to compute in these algebras (for example) Gr6bner bases for any two-sided ideal a 
starting with some given (finite) set of generators of a (as a two-sided ideal). 
For this purpose we need the additive semigroup ~" = t~ x . . .  x/~ (n times). We equip 
I~" with a total order < (compatible with the addition) satisfying the following condition: 
For all (r : . . . . .  r,), (sl . . . . .  sn)e N" with r ~ +. . .  + r, < sx +, . .  + s, (<denotes the 
(C) usual order of I~) we have (r 1 . . . . .  r,)-~(s 1 . . . . .  s,) O.e. -'( is stronger than the partial 
order induced on ~" by <). 
This condition (C) implies that 0 :.= (0 . . . . .  0) is the smallest element of t~" with respect o 
-<. Moreover, we note that N" is a noetherian (commutative) semigroup. 
DEFINITION 19. A k-algebra B is called a finitely generated Birkhoff-Witt k-algebra if the 
following conditions are fulfilled. 
(i) There is an ascending filtration of B consisting of k-subvectorspaces B 0,B l, B2 . . . .  of 
B (ascending filtration means: 0 ___ B0 --- B: ~ . . .  ~ B, B = ~ B~, B~. Bj __ B~+3 
t~0 
for all i , j  e N). By gr B we denote the associated graded k-algebra, i.e. 
gr B = (~) B,/B~_: (B_: : = 0). 
l~>0 
(ii) There is an isomorphism/~: gr B ~ k [x : , . . . ,  x,]  (x: . . . .  , x ,  indeterminates) of graded 
k-algebras, where k[xx . . . .  , x,] is considered as a graded k-algebra in the usual 
manner (using degrees of polynomials). 
REMARKS. (Let B be a finitely generated Birkhoff-Witt k-algebra nd use the notations of 
Definition 19). 
(1) # induces isomorphisms of k-vectorspaces #i: Bl/Bl_x ~ Vl, where V~ denotes the 
k-subvectorspace of k[x:  . . . . .  x,]  of all homogeneous polynomials of degree i(u{0}). 
Hence, 
rangkB,=(n+ni  ) 
for all i e N. Especially, B0 ~ k and there are linear independent elements u: . . . . .  u, of B: 
such that {1, ul . . . .  , u,} is a basis of B: as a k-vectorspace. 
(2) If b ~ B\{O} then there is a uniquely determined integer m e N with b e Bin\Bin_ :. This 
number is called degree of b. We write m = deg b. Sometimes we make use of the 
convention deg 0 = - oo. Now we define a map ~: B ~ gr B by 
2(0) = 0 and 2(b) = b + Bin_ 1 e B JBm_ 1 ~ gr B 
for all beB\{O},  where m: = deg b. 
Then 2(b) = 0 if and only if b = 0. 2 has the following properties. 
(i)).(a" b) = 2(a). )~(b) for all a, b e B. 
(ii) 2(a) = a for all a e k. 
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We note that (i) follows since gr B ~- k[xl . . . . . .  x,] has no zero divisors. On the other hand, 
we obtain from (i) that B itself has no zero divisors. 
(3) It is easy to verify the following properties of the degree: 
(i) deg a. b = deg a + deg b for all a, b e B. 
(ii) deg (a + b) ~ max {deg a, deg b} for all a, b e B. 
(iii) For all a, b ~ B\{O} we have 2(a) = 2(b) if and only if deg a = deg b > deg (a -  b). 
(iv) 2(a+b) = 2(a) for all a, bsB  with deg a > deg b. 
(v) deg a = deg/~2(a) for all a eB, where deg #2(a) is the usual degree of the polynomial 
~(a). 
As a consequence of (iii) we obtain for u, v ~ B\{O}: 
deg [u, v] < deg u + deg v. 
(Set a = u" v, b = v. u. Then deg a = deg b and 2(a) = 2(u). 2(v) = ,~(v) 9 2(u) = 2(v. u) = 2(b). 
Hence deg [u, v] = deg(a-b) < deg a = deg u + deg v.) 
(4) Let B be commutative. Then the quintuple (B, 7/, deg, gr B, 2) is a graded structure in 
the sense of Robbiano (1986). 
(5) For more details concerning Birkhoff-Witt algebras, see, e.g. Cohn (1961). 
For the next proposition we use the following notation. Let . fek[x l  . . . . .  x,] a 
polynomial. We write 
f=  Z fpx', 
pen n 
where for p =(rl  . . . . .  r . )eN" we set fp :=s  . . . . .  , ek  and xP:=x? , . . . . x ; "  (fp=O for 
almost all p ~ N". 
PROPOSITION 20. Let B be a finitely generated Birkhoff-Witt k-algebra and let 
R : = k[x l , . . . ,  x,] 
be the corresponding polynomial ring. Choose a total order ~( on N n satisfying condition (C). 
Let v o : R\{0} -~ N" be the map given by vo(f) := max<'{p ~N" [fp r 0} for all f e R\{0}. Then 
the map v : = Vo" #" ),, v: B\{0} -* Nn is a valuation of B and B together with this valuation is a 
Gr6bner k-algebra. 
PROOF. It is easy to see that R together with v o is a Gr6bner k-algebra. We show that v is a 
valuation on B. Let a, b eB\{0} and ask*. Then we have by the above remarks 
v(a"  b) = Vo ' #"  2 (a .  b) = Vo " #(2(a) .  2(b)) = Vo(#' ~(a)' # 2(b)) 
= [Vo "/~" ,~(a)] 9 [Vo 9 #;t(b)]  = v(a). v(b), 
v(~a) ----- v o 9 #[A(o~). ~(a) ]  = Vo" g[-o~2(a)] = Vo{0~[g. A(a) ]}  
= vdu '~(a) )  = v(a). 
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If a+b ~0 we have to show that v(a+b)~max<{v(a), v(b))}. We consider the following 
cases. 
Case 1 deg a # deg b 
Assume w.l.o.g, that deg a > deg b. Then 2(a + b) = ~(a) and 
v(a + b) = Vo " It" 2(a) = v(a) <~ max.< {v(a), v(b)}. 
Case 2 deg a = deg b = deg (a + b) 
Then 2(a + b) = ;t(a) + 2(b) and we obtain 
v(a + b) = %(#. ,~(a) + It. ;t(b)) ~ max<{vo ' #. ~(a), %. F' 2(b)} 
= max<{v(a), v(b)}. 
Case 3 deg a = deg b > deg(a + b) 
Then deg #. A(a + b) = deg (a + b) < deg a = deg b = deg #. 2(a) = deg #. 2(b) and we 
obtain by condition (C) v(a + b) = Vo(/~' 2(a + b))-< %(#' 2(a)) = v(a) ~ max<{v(a), v(b)}. 
This shows that v is a valuation on B. Since t~ n is noetherian and has a smallest element 
with respect o -< it remains to verify condition (i) of Definition 2 (apply Lemma 6). Let 
a, b ~ B\{O} with v(a)= v(b). Then there is an ct~k* such that we have for 0 := ~(/~' )~(a)) 
+ #. 2(b) ~ R: # = 0 or g ~ 0 and vo(g) -< Vo(#" s = v(a). Set c : eta + b ~ B and assume that 
c # 0. If deg c < deg a we have deg #'2(c) < deg ~. 2(a) and therefore condition (C) 
yields v(c) = Vo(#'2(c))-< Vo(p'~(a)) = v(a). If deg c = deg a we get v(c) = %,i~. A(c) 
= Vo"/~(ct2(a) + #(b))= Vo(g)"< v(a), and condition (i) of Definition 2 holds for B. Therefore 
B is a Gr6bner k-algebra. Q.E.D. 
The next proposition shows that we can solve the problems posed at the end of the last 
section for finitely generated Birkhoff-Witt k-algebras. Moreover, since the assumptions of
Proposition 18 are fulfilled for these k-algebras we have an effective procedure for 
computing Gr6bner bases of right, left and two-sided ideals of finitely generated 
Birkhoff-Witt k-algebras. Examples of such algebras are the so-called enveloping algebras 
of finite dimensional Lie algebras (over k). For applications, ee, e.g. Apel & Lassner (1985, 
1986). 
PROPOSITION 21. Let B be a finitely generated Birkhoff-Witt k-algebra and let R := 
k[xl  . . . . .  xnl denote the corresponding polynomial ring. 7hen we have the following: 
(i) I f  ul, . . . ,  un are linear independent elements of B1 such that {1, Ul . . . . .  un} is a basis of 
B 1 (as a k.vectorspace), then {ul . . . . .  un} is a generating set of B. 
(ii) Let ~ be a two-sided ideal of B generated by the finite set F o (as a two-sided ideal). I f  
Fo c_ Bm (i.e. degf <<, m for all f ~Fo), then ~ is generated as a right and as a left ideal by 
the finite set c~bF o, where G is a finite generating set of B with deg # = 1 for all # ~ G 
(see (i)) and where 
PROOF. (i) Let A denote the k-subvectorspace of B generated by J/~(Gw{1}), where 
G:- -{ul  . . . . .  un}. We have to show that A=B.  Set y~:=#.2(u;) for 1 <<.i<~n. Since 
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Bx/B  o ~--V,, V, is generated by y~ . . . . .  y,, i.e. R=k[y l  . . . . .  y,]. Therefore, we assume 
w.l.o.g, that #. 2(u~) = x~ for i = 1 . . . . .  n. Let b~B\{O}.  By induction on deg b we show that 
b e A. If  deg b = 0 we have nothing to prove. Let deg b/> 1. Since the polynomial f : = #:t(b) 
is homogeneous of degree deg #2(b) = deg b and since deg u~ = 1 for i = 1 . . . . .  n, we have 
for a: =f(u l , . . . ,  u,) 
a e A and 2(b) = 2(a) (and hence deg b = deg a). 
Therefore, the above remarks (Remark 3) yield deg (b- -a)< deg b and we obtain by the 
induction hypothesis: b -  a E A. Thus b = (b -  a) + a e A and this proves (i). 
(ii) Let G be a finite generating set of B consisting of elements of degree one. (Take, for 
example, G = {u 1 . . . .  , u~}.) Since we have by the above remarks (Remark 3) for all g E G, 
f ~Fo:  
deg [g, f ]  ~< deg g + deg f -  1 = deg f ~< m, 
it follows that . '~Fo ~ Bm and induction on i yields that .L#~F o _~B m for all i~>0. 
Therefore, we obtain an ascending chain of k-subvectorspaces of Bin: 
O ~ k'(Fo) ~- k" (.L#GFo) ~- k " (S~Fo)  ~- . . .Bin. 
Since 
there is a teN,  
t< , 
such that k. (~bFo) = k. (.~b § F0). An easy calculation shows that this implies k'(N'bFo) = 
k' (~Fo)  for all i i> t. Therefore, k" (~gFo) = k. (~bFo) and we obtain by Lemma 17 
: = (~; 'F0) .  A = [k.  ( . f ;~ Fo)]. A = rk .  (~Fo) ]  9 ,4 = (.~bFo). ,4, 
i.e. ~bFo generates ~ as a right ideal. In order to prove that N'~Fo generates ~as a left 
ideal one has to apply the corresponding statements of the Lemmata 13, 15, 17 for left 
idea|s. To  do this it is necessary to modify ~ and ~.  Instead of ~rS and ~rS (S, T 
non-empty subsets of B) use .~ ' rS :=SuS 'T  and . f f ' rX :=Su[S ,T ] .  Then -~;~~ o
generates ~as a left ideal. Since [a, b] = - [b, a] for all a, b ~ B we obtain 
A.(.LPbFo) = A 9 (Z~a~F0) = A 9 (~q%~F0) = 8. Q.E.D. 
Similar arguments yield the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. Let  B, F o G, t be as in Proposit ion 21(ii). Then ~ is generted as a right ideal by 
./gb F o = Fo u G " Fo u . . . u G"  F o 
and as a left ideal by 
J/C~ Fo : = Fo u Fo " G u . . . u Fo . G'. 
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